
Regional Office
North:  Leyland House, Plot No.76, 4th floor, Instituional Area, Sector 32, Huda, Gurgaon - 122 001. 

 Ph No. - 0124 - 4629000 / 4264970  Manjit.kumar@ashokleyland.com, shishir.Srivastava@ashokleyland.com

Jaipur:  Ph No. - 0141 - 2360578, 5102766/67, manish.pareek@ashokleyland.com (09314090121) 

East:  Auckland Place, Motijug house, I st floor, Kolkatta - 700 017. Ph No. - 033 - 22831674 / 75, 
 dev.das@ashokleyland.com, parthasarathi.nandy@ashokleyland.com (09748764085) 

West:  4th Floor Zenith complex,1717 shivaji Nagar, opp sakhar sankul, Pune 411005. Ph No. - 020 - 25514250,    
 Vaibhav.pulate@ashokleyland.com, minesh.jha@ashokleyland.com

Ahmedabad:  Ph No. - 079 - 26565249, Fax No. - 079 - 26427683, minesh.jha@ashokleyland.com (09879503865) 

South:  1, Sardar Patel Road, IV Floor, West Wing,Guindy,Chennai 600 032. Ph No. - 044 - 22206429, (09940631267)   
 Mahesh.pathapati@ashokleyland.com, Nagarajan.R4@ashokleyland.com, Gopi.G@ashokleyland.com 



Power Source
 The Ashok Leyland series of genset engines meet the  

 latest CPCB emission norms, are environment friendly  

 and designed to work under arduous conditions.
 The sturdy, 4 & 6 cylinder, in-line, water cooled, four 

stroke Ashok Leyland range of diesel engines yield 

continuous power, enabling the generator to operate 

round the clock, continually at 100% load.
 The inherent construction design of the engines 

ensures easy serviceability, accessibility and  

maintenance, even inside an acoustic enclosure.
 Minimum vibration and less noise level 
Highly rugged and reliable engine  

Acoustic Enclosures
 The acoustic enclosures have been manufactured with 

specially procured CRCA sheet and using CNC 

machines for obtaining precision finish

Powder coated , Foam type acoustics  

RTU (Ready to use) DG set unit 
 Powered with AL Make engine coupled with Single 

bearing Brushless Alternator 
 Equipped with Standard safety feature like LLOP, HWT, 

Emergency Stop 
 Standard Manual Control Panel ( Visible from glass 

window )
 Residential silencer, suitable battery with cable, inbuilt 

diesel tank

  

AMF control panel (Optional) 
 Consists of a microprocessor based AMF control unit, 

which can operate on Auto, as well as Manual mode. It 

monitors the engine safety parameters and alarm/trip 

conditions will be displayed on the front panel

 Special alarm conditions include LLOP,  HWT, overload, 

under/over speed, low fuel level. The controller comes 

with an inbuilt LVM and

  the parameters can be programmed to meet specific 

customer requirements
 The  display indication includes various conditions of 

operation which include, Load on mains, Load on DG, 

Mains Healthy, DG On, Auto & manual mode
 The control panel consists of a multi function meter 

which displays AC current/Voltage, frequency, Power 

factor, Kilowatt and Kilowatt Hour 


